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Driven and resilient…Two words that describe the incredible journey that Mikaela Phillips embarked 
on in 2012, from the Australian suburbs of Melbourne, Victoria to the palm trees and sunny west 
coast of Los Angeles, California. Across an ocean, to another country, Mikaela arrived with dreams, 
many suitcases and a go-getting, hard working attitude. That is one of the reasons for her growing 
success at her young age. Now back home in Australia after several years overseas, this fresh 21-year 
olds, goals and dreams are embodied in her talent, work ethic, and ambitions, that defy all the 
conventional instincts of someone her age. 

 

Since getting an early start in her career in 2013, Mikaela has had the wonderful opportunity to work 
with many worldwide brands and names. From European magazines, to blogging, to online media and 
entertainment sources, Mikaela is no stranger to creating, sourcing and producing her own engaging 
content.  

In early 2013, with a passion to get an early start in her career and to gain hands-on experience, 
Mikaela began to collaborate with an online European magazine, called StyleCrooks. When 
approached by the online magazine to produce content for their viewership/readers, Mikaela became 
Style Crooks first ever Head Fashion/Entertainment writer and host. As the head 
fashion/entertainment writer and host, Mikaela was responsible for finding her own stories, 
interviews, and events to cover and produced original written material for her bi-monthly column. 

After StyleCrooks, Mikaela became the creator of online media/entertainment source ‘ByMiki.’ 
Mikaela created the site out of her passion to produce and create content featuring some of her 
favorite places while traveling, tasty recipes & Hollywood interviews. Mikaela produced, edited, 
researched and coordinated all of the interviews and featured content for ByMiki, including sourcing 
and attaining her own endorsements from publicity firms and companies. Interviews/features 
included: One Direction opening act CAMRYN, Heavenly Couture, Ashley Holliday 
(Nickelodeon/ABC Family), ABC’s Revenge (Behind The Scenes tour), Malibu Country Mart, 
Australia’s Napoleon Perdis, Nialaya, Frankies Bikinis, Jac Vanek etc.  

   

Her charismatic and innovative conversational style of reporting led her, at the young age of 18, to 
become the youngest person ever to become a host for the world’s largest online network, “Afterbuzz 
TV.” Averaging over 23 million downloads per week, Afterbuzz TV is created by E! News Host and 
Emmy Award winner Maria Menounos and producer Keven Undergaro. While hosting for Afterbuzz 
TV over in LA, Mikaela procured and secured exclusive interviews of her own with some of today’s 
biggest names in TV, film, music and social media platforms. 

 

Returning back home in late 2015, Mikaela jumped right back into the swing of things in the 
Australian entertainment market, working on an array of screen projects and taking on new and 
exciting acting roles. From portraying Riley Farthing in the TV Pilot for Brookhaven Manor, to the 
lead role of Athalia in the Blood Tattoo Trilogy online book trailer, to continuing her success of 
exclusive celebrity interviews. However, it wasn’t until mid 2016 when Mikaela’s real TV break out 
role came, in the new must-watch Australian drama series, Counter Play.  



Known for her lead role as the wealthy, mysterious and fashion-forward Faith Morgan in the 
Australian TV Drama Counter Play, the show had a successful season one with over 1.5 million 
views and is already in production for its second season of filming later this year in 2017. Currently 
streaming on Australian TV and online, Counter Play will soon be streaming on worldwide platforms 
like Amazon.   

 

In between juggling her on-camera work that has her in demand, Mikaela works collaboratively with 
her mother, Australian Director and Writer Chrys Phillips on various projects within their production 
company. From crew work, to producing, casting and show-running, Mikaela knows the ins and outs 
of production and what it takes to create for the screen! This mother/daughter duo are making waves 
and breaking the molds in Australian film and TV. Their charming/witty banter, drive, work ethic and 
unique and unconventional approach to filming, is one of the reasons they credit to having created 
such successful content and shows, because they don’t follow ‘the norm’ or status quo.  

  

This Aussie girl doesn't just stop at one! A driven, self-motivated, charismatic and young diverse 
talent, Mikaela keeps herself busy! When Mikaela doesn’t have a mic. or a camera in front of her, she 
can be found soaking up the warm sun and sea breezes on the beach as a self-proclaimed beach babe, 
cooking and consuming plentiful amounts of chocolate! Mikaela resides between her home in 
Melbourne Australia and traveling for the exciting jobs and work events she attends and covers 


